Long-Lived Agents on the Web: Continuous Acquisition of Behaviors in Hypermedia Environments
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ABSTRACT

We demonstrate how autonomous goal-directed agents can exploit hypermedia to acquire and execute new behaviors at run time. In addition to behaviors programmed into the agents, in our system agents can discover and reuse behaviors extracted from machine-readable resource manuals. Such manuals can be published by developers, synthesized by agents through automated planning, or even specified by human users at run time. Agents can then discover and use physical and virtual resources in flexible ways, which allows them to better cope with the rapid evolution of open and dynamic Web environments.

CSC CONCEPTS

• Human-centered computing → Web-based interaction; Hypertext / hypermedia; • Computing methodologies → Multi-agent systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The vision of autonomous agents on the Web is almost as old as the Web itself.1 In a semantic Web, in which real objects and the relationships among them are represented explicitly [2], agents hold the potential to automate and enhance real-world activities. At the same time, the need for autonomous agents on the Web is motivated by the accelerating growth in the number of Web APIs2 and the evolution towards dynamic, event-driven mashups that integrate both virtual and physical resources (see also [6]).

These developments stress the need for goal-directed clients, such as those proposed in [1], that are able to cope with open and dynamic Web environments: such general-purpose clients would evolve at run time to exploit the dynamic APIs exposed by hypermedia-driven services. Other approaches investigate the use of reactive rule-based programming for specifying and executing dynamic workflows based on a multitude of environment conditions such as the states and properties of resources (e.g. in [10], [14]). To support the openness and interoperability of such environments, the Web of Things (WoT) initiative3 and the W3C WoT Thing Description (TD) [9] help to decouple applications from specific device APIs through semantic descriptions of interaction affordances. These abstract interaction affordances accommodate the openness of hypermedia environments by expressing actions, properties, and events of devices together with the hypermedia controls required for their usage.

Approaches like these foster the development of more open and flexible Web systems by designing clients that are loosely coupled to device APIs and adapt in response to sensory inputs and changing user requirements. This dynamic behavior, however, currently remains limited to prescribed behaviors which are defined and implemented during development time. After deployment, clients lack the behaviors needed to address new user requirements or unforeseen changes in the environment without human intervention. To tackle such limitations, other recent approaches draw from research on Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) [16]4 to engineer autonomous agents that can leverage hypermedia to discover and use resources with

1https://www.w3.org/Talks/WWW94Tim/
3The WoT is currently being standardized through combined efforts of the W3C (https://
4MAS is a branch of distributed AI that can be traced back to the mid-70s.
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abstract semantic interfaces: for instance, in [7] agents use automated planning to synthesize new behaviors as action sequences, which enhances the agents’ ability to achieve given goals (i.e., intended system states) using resources available at run time. Yet, the problem of acquiring new behaviors at run time remains insufficiently investigated: while clients can already use hypermedia to discover and interact with resources (e.g., using the W3C WoT TD), they are not yet able to access and acquire higher-level functionalities in an autonomous manner – to create evolvable, interoperable, Web-based systems.

In this paper, we demonstrate that agents can use hypermedia to acquire new behaviors at run time. In our system, autonomous agents can not only discover and use individual interaction affordances but also find and make use of operating instructions that describe entire new behaviors together with the preconditions and postconditions of adopting such behaviors. This enables them to adjust their capabilities to new goals and in light of the dynamic availability of heterogeneous resources, and thereby promotes agents’ longevity in open and flexible hypermedia environments.

2 APPROACH

In this section, we introduce our approach towards enabling agents to continuously acquire new behaviors in hypermedia environments.

2.1 Conceptual Overview

In AI research, an agent is commonly defined as “a computer system that is situated in some environment and is capable of autonomous action in order to meet its design objective” [17]. An agent can perceive its environment via sensors and has an available repertoire of actions that it can execute on resources in its environment. Autonomous agents can then act flexibly towards specific goals based on their own precepts rather than the prior knowledge of the designer [13]. Autonomous agents are furthermore social: they can interact with humans and other agents to achieve tasks that exceed their current capabilities. In distributed AI, a MAS is then a system of interacting agents that are situated in a shared environment.

As a new class of MAS, Hypermedia MAS use hypermedia as the engine of application state (HATEAOS) [8] in order to integrate MAS into the hypermedia fabric of the Web [5, 6]: agents are situated in a hypermedia-driven environment in which both autonomous entities (e.g., humans, software agents) as well as non-autonomous entities (e.g. physical devices, digital services, knowledge repositories) are represented in terms of Web resources. Agents navigate the hypermedia environment to discover and use resources to achieve their goals - for instance, to cooperate with other agents or to enrich their action repertoire by exploiting non-autonomous entities and their affordances.

In Hypermedia MAS, the agents’ environment is designed as a distributed hypermedia application where agents – human and software – access and use devices and other tools modeled as artifacts to achieve their goals. Artifacts are designed based on the Artifacts & Agents (A&A) meta-model [12], where artifacts provide agents with access to physical resources (e.g. industrial robots), computational resources (e.g. production scheduling tools), and information resources (e.g. repositories of manuals for exploiting artifacts). Autonomous agents can furthermore use hypermedia search engines [3] to discover resources, while humans can interact with agents to delegate goals and monitor their activity.

Recent work in [5] strongly benefits from the similarity between the A&A meta-model to design artifacts that encapsulate Web Things5, carry IRIs and TDs, and expose property, event, and action affordances described in their TDs. Agents can instantiate browser artifacts to retrieve, parse, and map individual interaction affordances of Web Things to actions in their repertoire at run time [5]. However, these abilities are currently limited to low-level interactions with individual APIs and do not yet extend to more complex behaviors.

2.2 Acquisition of Behaviors for Agents in Hypermedia Environments

A dynamic action repertoire provides the usage interfaces for individual affordances that are then combined to provide complex behaviors for agents6. Each such behavior encapsulates a series of interactions for achieving a goal when a certain event is triggered and a set of preconditions holds in the environment. For example, an agent can use a robot resource to deliver a detected item by requesting from the robot to move to the source position, load the item and, finally, move to the target position as long as the item has a maximum allowed weight. Currently, such composite interactive behaviors are generally implemented as plans that are either defined manually or inferred via automated planning at the expense of added complexity and thus reduced responsiveness.

By introducing a proper abstraction layer for operating instructions for resources, we enable agents to discover and acquire new behaviors and thereby profit from the openness and dynamics of the hypermedia environment. We consider that agents can use various information sources7 to enhance their repertoire of plans by exploiting useful operating instructions for using resources towards reaching their design goals. Overall, we consider agents can acquire behaviors from the following sources:

- Behaviors as plans that already exist in the agent’s plan library.
- Behaviors as plans shared by other human or software agents.
- Behaviors as plans synthesized via automated planning.
- Behaviors extracted from operating instructions that are translated into plans and are meant to guide agents in exploiting artifacts.

We take a special interest in deriving behaviors for agents through operating instructions of artifacts, as this method could facilitate the flexible and efficient interaction with heterogeneous resources that are discovered dynamically in the environment. Similar to how humans use instructions found in manuals and tutorials to learn about the gainful use of new or complex tools, we design

5https://www.w3.org/TR/wot-architecture/#sec-web-thing
6We design and program the autonomous agents based on the Belief-Desire-Intention model, i.e. in terms of beliefs about the world, goals desired to be achieved and plans for achieving intended goals [4].
7Agents in MAS acquire information through three types of sources: a) internal mental notes, i.e. beliefs about known behaviors that are pre-programmed or generated by the agent itself, b) perceptual information derived from the environment, and c) communication with other agents [4].
software agents that extract meaningful behaviors from operating instructions for artifacts. Such instructions are provided as machine-readable documents that can be discovered, shared, and updated just like any other document on the Web. Such instructions could be provided for instance by device vendors or by individuals who use these artifacts directly or within mashups. Additionally, operating instructions could be reverse engineered from existing plans in case an agent owns a pre-defined or newly synthesized plan and decides to annotate it and share it in the environment for other agents to discover.

Operating instructions allow agents to acquire behaviors that may have been unknown to them so far, or that may be rarely needed and the agent decides avoid storing them permanently in its (constrained) memory. For this, it is important to exploit the full spectrum of information sources that the agent can use to discover and manage operating instructions for artifacts in hypermedia environments. In our system, operating instructions can be acquired by a number of different means:

- Parsing semantic descriptions of artifacts that expose operating instructions in a machine-readable format,
- Look-up in knowledge repositories,
- Discovery of independent resources (e.g. by means of a hypermedia search engine) that expose operating instructions in a machine-readable format and refer to relevant artifacts,
- Communication with other software or human agents.

### 2.3 Artifact Manuals

MAS researchers have already examined the specification of operating instructions for artifacts in an attempt to design maintainable and extensible goal-directed autonomous consumers of resources (e.g. [11]). Following the methodology in [11], we enable autonomous agents to dynamically read and interpret high-level operating instructions that encapsulate low-level operations of artifacts. Such information is explicitly described in *artifact manuals* and is meant to provide the agent with the operating instructions that are necessary to adequately exploit artifact functionalities.

Artifact manuals can be discovered, managed within manually curated repositories, or consulted by agents that look for behaviors. In this demonstrator, we define artifact manuals in terms of *usage protocols* (see Listing 1 for an example) that are defined in the language introduced in [15] and are characterized by:

- A *function* which defines the goal achieved by the described behavior (e.g. "deliver an item from source position to target position"),
- A *set of preconditions* which defines the necessary conditions for exhibiting such behavior (e.g. conditions on the weight of the item to be delivered),
- A *body* which defines the sequence of actions that result in exhibiting the described behavior,
- A *set of postconditions* which defines the new conditions that will hold after the execution of the actions specified in the body (e.g. the new state of the robot resource),
- A *language* that defines the agent programming language of the usage protocol.

Listing 1 shows a Turtle representation of a manual that specifies a usage protocol for loading and driving items with a robot artifact from a source position to a target position.

**Listing 1: A Turtle representation of an artifact manual.**

```turtle
@prefix eve: <http://w3id.org/eve#> .

eve:hasName "driverManual" ;
eve:hasLanguage <http://jason.sourceforge.net/wp/> ;
eve:explains <http://localhost:8080/artifacts/robot2> ;
eve:hasUsageProtocol [ eve:hasName "loadAndDrive" ; eve:hasFunction "drive(X1,Y1,X2,Y2)" ; eve:hasPreconditions "true" ; eve:hasBody "move(X1,Y1); load; move(X2,Y2); unload " ] .
```

### 3 SYSTEM DESIGN

In this section, we first provide an overview of our demonstrator scenario, and then present the implemented system and our demonstrator deployment. The latter reflects the demonstrator to be presented at *The Web Conference 2020*. A demonstrator video is available online and the code is available on GitHub.

#### 3.1 Demonstrator Scenario

Our demonstrator consists of three virtual robots in a simulated warehouse environment. The environment contains two robot arms at fixed positions and one transporter robot. The robot arms can pick-and-place items and the transporter robot can move freely in the environment and transport items. In the demonstrator scenario, an autonomous agent is responsible for transporting a specific item to a predefined destination location. Depending on the location of the item and the current availability of the robot artifacts, the agent attempts to discover a suitable plan for achieving its goal and reconfigures and adapts the process of delivering the item to the destination. The user can place the item anywhere on the map and activate/deactivate robots and their manuals (Figure 1, left), which will impact the agent’s available behaviors and serves to demonstrate the flexibility of our system through the agent’s continuous acquisition of behaviors. If the autonomous agent is unable to discover or generate a viable plan by itself, the agent can ask a human expert for help. In our demonstrator scenario, this happens when the item is placed out of reach of the robot arms. A human can then provide a plan that the agent can use to exploit the transporter robot in pushing the item towards a reachable position. To demonstrate the approach outside of a simulation environment and with physical robots, we integrated a PhantomX AX-12 Reactor Robot Arm12 (Figure 1, right) that shadows the movements of one of the simulated robot arms.

At The Web Conference, we will minimally set up the simulation environment such that conference attendees can challenge our system by placing the item at different locations, and help the

---

9https://www.w3.org/TR/turtle/
10https://w3id.org/interactions/www2020
11https://github.com/Interactions-HSG/leubot
12https://github.com/Interactions-HSG/reactorarm
autonomous agent by specifying capabilities for it to acquire. As part of the demonstration, the attendees will thus experience the continuous acquisition of behaviors by autonomous agents in a hypermedia environment as well as the possibility to escalate to human experts. We will also attempt to bring at least one robot arm to the conference venue that will shadow the virtual robot’s movements (or otherwise create a live video stream from the laboratories at our institution).

3.2 System Overview

Our demonstrator consists of several components: The React-based user interface13 (Fig. 2, left) is served by a lightweight Express.js14 back-end which instantiates a WebSocket server. We use the JaCaMo15 MAS platform and Yggdrasil16, a platform for hypermedia agent environments, to program and deploy the Hypermedia MAS in our demonstrator. Both the user interface and the MAS connect to the WebSocket server to exchange messages at run-time (i.e., user inputs and agent messages to the GUI).

All resources in our system (agents, workspaces, manuals, artifacts, devices etc.) and relations among them are described in RDF17. Browser artifacts for devices and other artifacts are described along with their interaction affordances using the W3C WoT TD. For describing the agent environment, we use the EVE ontology [5] which we extended to address artifact manuals (eve:Manual) and their relations (eve:explains, eve:hasManual) to artifacts (eve:Artifact).

We further implemented repositories that are dynamically filled with any manuals advertised by artifacts available in workspace at runtime. Agents can use manual repositories to find and consult desired usage protocols for the artifacts that they use. Artifact manuals can be continuously added, removed or updated as the artifacts themselves evolve so that agents can acquire new behaviors that reflect the artifacts’ current affordances.

We equipped agents with essential plans for managing and acquiring behaviors. In case an agent desires to use an artifact but there is no applicable plan in its plan library, it consults available manual repositories. In case the relevant artifacts do not provide a relevant usage protocol, then the agent uses a hypermedia search engine to search specifically for manuals that explain these artifacts. Finally, the agent results in asking other software or human agents in the environment that may be aware of relevant plans or usage protocols.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The deployed demonstrator shows the various ways that goal-directed agents can use hypermedia to acquire and exhibit new behaviors. Agents implemented in different agent programming languages18 can discover and use artifact manuals in order to acquire new plans at run time, which allows them to arrive-and-operate in dynamic and open Web environments.
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